We present the design and prototype implementation of a run-time environment (RTE) for the implicitly parallel execution of high-level languages. In our design a micro-kernel provides basic infrastructure, such as garbage collection, but all complex RTE operations, including the handling of parallelism, are implemented on a separate system level. By choosing a high-level language, (Concurrent) Haskell, as system-level language, we obtain a prototype in the form of an executable specification that is easier to maintain and more flexible than conventional RTEs. In particular, components can be easily replaced. We demonstrate the flexibility of this approach by presenting different variants of the scheduling component in our RTE.
INTRODUCTION
The brave implementer of a runtime environment for a functional language provides a neat high-level programming model to the rest of the world, but faces the grim prospect of having to resort to one of those low-level languages where conceptually simple code easily turns into a can of worms. As a live example, the code below is taken from the parallel GHC runtime system (and simplified), handling requests for data on a global queue of possibly blocked threads (blackhole queue). Although it is a simple (destructive) list traversal function and a pattern found in many places, it is likely to get things wrong when working with explicit pointers. prev = &blackhole_queue; t = blackhole_queue; while (t != END_TSO_QUEUE) { if (get_itbl(t)->type == BLOCKED_FETCH) { // BF => respond if updated type = get_itbl(((StgBlockedFetch*)t)->node)->type; if (type != BLACKHOLE) { // serve fetch request sendFetchMsg(t); t = ((StgBlockedFetch *)t)->link;// move to next TSO/BF *prev = t; continue; // take this BF off the queue } else { // if still a BH, leave it on the Q prev = &(((StgBlockedFetch *)t)->link); t = ((StgBlockedFetch *)t)->link; continue; } } ... } // end while
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On the other hand, this code is very easy to write (in a non-destructive version), if we have a Haskell-like language available for system programming.
mapM sendFetchMsg bfs_ready >> return ts where (bfs_ready, ts) = partition goFetch blackhole_queue goFetch t = type t == BLOCKED_FETCH && type (node t) /= BLACKHOLE
In this paper, we are exploring the potential of functional languages in designing and implementing parallel and distributed systems. With the increasing interest in computational grids [5] , the scope of such systems will become global, with thousands of machines involved and a heterogeneous structure of the overall architecture. At the other end of the spectrum, multi-core machines are becoming widely available, calling for more abstract programming models to exploit shared memory parallelism [3] . The complexity of today's parallel systems requires a modular design, with easily replaceable components. Abstraction and modularity are often emphasised as main benefits of functional languages. However, few attempts have been made so far to use such languages for implementing complex distributed systems. The main problem in this process is the limited access to low level feature for manipulating machine details.
We are focusing on the area of parallel computation, building on our previous work on implementing Eden [1] . We present a prototype implementation of key concepts in such a system in the form of an executable specification, amenable to formal reasoning. We arrive at a system with a clear modular design, separating basic components by their functionality and employing a hierarchy with increasing levels of abstractions. The micro-kernel of this system is accessed via a narrow interface, and most of the coordination of the system is realised in a functional language at system level. We demonstrate the flexibility of the system by refining a simple scheduler and adding sophisticated work distribution policies.
We instantiate our design by building a parallel system on top of the GHC implementation of Haskell. The main components in such a system are memory management, thread management, communication and load balancing. The existing computation engine of GHC already provides concurrency, and we are defining narrow interfaces to this computation engine.
A GENERIC RUNTIME-ENVIRONMENT
Hereunder, we design a Generic Runtime Environment (RTE) for parallelism, a modular hierarchical system which provides support for parallel programming from the conceptual, language designer perspective.
System Design Aims

Most Simple Kernel Support Conceivable
Following a functional paradigm has the advantage that specifications can more or less be executed directly and that it facilitates theoretical reasoning such as correctness proofs. The main goal in designing the Generic RTE is to explore how many of the coordination tasks can be specified at higher levels of abstraction, and to identify the minimal and most general runtime support for parallel coordination.
Genericity
Our study concentrates on identifying and structuring the general requirements of parallel coordination, with the only assumption that concurrent threads are exe- cuting a functionally specified computation, explicitly or implicitly coordinated by functional-style coordination abstractions. The genericity we aim at is two-fold: By providing only very simple actions as primitive operations, our system, by design, is not tied to particular languages. We avoid language-specific functionality whenever possible, thus the Generic RTE supports a whole spectrum of coordination languages. Secondly, the coordination system can be used in combination with different computation engines, and is not restricted to a particular virtual machine. Furthermore, this coordination makes minimal assumptions on the communication between processing elements (PEs). Assuming suitable middleware support, the RTE can implement high-level (functional) languages on either a set of connected workstations, or one multiprocessor machine; and no hard-wired coordination model will imply inherent advantages of one or the other.
The Generic RTE thus concentrates key aspects of parallelism in one place, without being tied to a certain parallelism model. In this paper, we are particularly focusing on how the Generic RTE supports scheduling algorithms for different concepts of parallel coordination.
Multi-level System Architecture
High-level parallel programming manifests a critical trade-off: providing operational control of the execution while abstracting over error-prone details. In our system, we separate these different concerns on different levels in a multi-level system architecture. In the broad picture, the Generic RTE follows the concept of a micro-kernel, proven useful in the domain of operating system design. The basic implementation concept intended by the Generic RTE is shown in Figure 1 .
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At Kernel level, the most generic support for parallelism is implemented. The system offers explicit asynchronous data transfer between nodes, means to start and stop computations, as well as ways to retrieve machine information at runtime. Operations at this level are very simple and general. System Modules build on the kernel to restrict and combine the basic actions to higher-level constructs, i.e. the constructs of a proper parallel functional language. The runtime support is necessarily narrowed to a special model at this level. The implemented parallel coordination language is nothing else but the interface of the system level modules. At Library level and Application level, concrete algorithms, or higher-order functions for common parallel algorithmic patterns (called skeletons [15] ) can be encoded using the implemented language.
Focusing more on functionality and modularity, the system can be divided vertically into four interacting components, as shown in Figure 2 :
Parallel subtasks are created and sent to other processing elements (PEs) for parallel execution by the scheduling component, which controls the local executing units. Explicit communication between several scheduler instances on different processors is needed to coordinate and monitor the parallel execution. The memory management component is responsible for (de-)allocating dynamic data and distributing it over the available machines, interacting in this task with the communication component. Explicit message passing is possible, but not mandatory for data communication, and it is possible to implement a shared address space instead. In order to decide which processor is idle and suitable for a parallel job, static and dynamic system information is provided by a monitoring component.
High Level Scheduler Control
The key issue in efficiently using a wide-area network infrastructure for parallel computations is to control the parallel subtasks that contribute to the overall program, and to schedule the most suitable task for execution, depending on the current machine load and connectivity (whereas efficiently combining them is an algorithmic issue). Likewise, modern multicore CPUs will often expose uneven memory access times and synchronisation overhead. Parallel processes must be placed with minimal data dependencies, optimised for less synchronisation, and dynamically considering system load and connectivity. In a parallel RTE for the implementation of different coordination concepts, this adaptive scheduler must be integrated into the language and not the runtime system.
Basic Components of the Generic Runtime System
Configurable Scheduling Support
We are proposing a parallel RTE which supports system programmers and language designers in defining appropriate scheduling control at system level, in Haskell. In our parallel system, the scheduler is a monadic Haskell function using an internal scheduler state, and monitors all computations on one machine. Subtasks are activated and controlled by a separate manager thread, which can take into account properties of the subtask and static and dynamic machine properties. The scheduler thread runs in concurrency to the controlled computations and, well understood, it relies on a low-level round-robin scheduler inside the RTE. To specify it, we use the state monad and features of Concurrent Haskell, combining stateful and I/O-actions by a monad transformer [13] . The internal scheduler state type depends on the concrete job type and forms another type class which provides a start state and a termination check. A third type class ScheduleMsg relates Jobs and State to messages between the active units and provides a message processing function. Table 1 summarises the overloaded functions in the scheduler classes.
A trivial default scheduler schedule is provided, which only starts the main computation, repeatedly checks for termination, and returns the final scheduler state upon termination. Parallel tasks in a coordination language implemented by the Generic RTE will appear as a new type of job at library level. Language designers do not have to deal with the runtime system code, but will simply extend this Haskell scheduling loop at system level and define the behaviour of a scheduler for such jobs by overloading. Haskell's type system allows to choose the respective scheduler for a certain kind of parallelism by overloading instances of type class ScheduleJob.
As a simple example, every machine could control a subset of the jobs, running one instance of the scheduler. With appropriate RTE support (described next), this can be expressed easily: This code uses two operations (more or less) hard-wired into the kernel, indicated by a leading k: kRFork sends an IO action to a given processor, where it is executed asynchronously, providing basic execution control. The other operation -kNoPe, a system observer primitive -returns the number of processors in the system. Further primitive operations are needed to get more dynamic system information and to allow communication between different Haskell execution units. Primitive operations provided by the kernel, and their types, are shown in Table 2 . 1
Explicit Communication
If additional jobs are created dynamically, they may be transmitted to a suitable PE, and received and activated by its scheduling loop. The scheduler instances may as well exchange requests for additional work and receive jobs as their answers. This model requires communication between the scheduler instances. The RTE supplies an infrastructure for explicit message passing between any two running threads. It relies on typed stream channels, created from Haskell by kOpenPort, and managed by the kernel internally. kOpenPort returns a placeholder for the stream, and a Haskell port representation to be used by senders for kSend. Sending data by kSend does not imply any evaluation; data has to be explicitly evaluated to the desired degree prior to sending.
Stream communication between all scheduler instances, and startup synchronisation, are easy to build on this infrastructure. The scheduler may also receive messages from the locally running threads (e.g. to generate new jobs), which can Figure 3 sketches a scheduler for such a language, assuming the existence of a globally managed job pool. If an instance runs out of work, it will send a request. It will receive the answer soon, and the next call to processMsgs will activate the contained job.
This (oversimplified) example enables to reason about appropriate workload distribution and their consequences and side conditions, while the scheduling loop itself remains small and concise. All essential functionality is moved from the scheduling loop into separate functions, we e.g. leave completely unspecified how jobs are generated and managed in the job pool, and how a scheduler instance decides that it needs work (in checkHaveWork). All these aspects can be defined in helper functions, allowing a clear, structured view on the scheduling implemented.
Implicit Communication / Virtual Shared Heap Management
To avoid known dangers of explicit parallelism, such as deadlocks, we now explore a safer, and more convenient, programming model: virtual shared memory (VSM).
In a virtual shared heap, global addresses are used to uniquely identify heap cells, which requires mechanisms for mapping these global addresses to local addresses or to remote addresses on another PE, holding the real data. Global addresses have to be comparable, so that a PE can decide whether newly arrived data corresponds to already existing data in its local heap. The realisation of the global address structure and the operations on it can be defined straightforward at system level. Finally, a serialisation mechanism will be needed to translate an internal data representation into one that can be sent to another PE. Without going into details of a system level VSM module, we are sketching the basic ideas for realising VSM in the style of GUM (the RTE implementing Glasgow parallel Haskell [19] ).
Like GUM, the implementation uses placeholder nodes to represent data which V-8 is currently under (remote) evaluation, and the data can be (actively) requested when an evaluating thread blocks on the placeholder. In order to avoid repeated computations, unevaluated data should not be copied, but moved to another PE. However, repeated computations might be cheaper than requesting and fetching in some cases. Therefore, this decision should not be fixed. The VSM management has to keep track of data that has been given away, in order to fetch back the result (hopefully meanwhile evaluated), when a local thread needs it. Address tables mapping global addresses to local addresses and vice versa must be maintained by each PE, and a change of one object's local address (due to GC) should not affect any other PE. Finally, a VSM module has to implement heap cells with a fetching mechanism for global addresses not existing in the local heap.
With the objective of minimising the required kernel support for the VSM module, we briefly sketch the main operations at system level. We are not exploring issues of performance further, since the focus in this paper is on a generic RTE design, in particular for the thread management component.
Two basic design decisions are: to make blocking of a thread observable at kernel level only, and to manipulate the heap cells directly in order to block a thread. For system-level control of blocking, the system scheduler needs to replace moved data by a blocking placeholder node which triggers data fetching. Viceversa, when an evaluated result arrives, it will replace the placeholder and reactivate the blocked threads. This can be realised easily by a kernel primitive
replace# :: a -> a -> IO () --UNSAFE, but at least same type
This primitive (very dangerous, of course) is assumed to perform a direct replacement of heap cells, redirecting the first argument to the second. The sign # is a convention, indicating directly implemented operations and unboxed types.
The minimum kernel support for direct access to heap cell internals is a primitive which observes by what kind of cell an expression is represented, and returns the set of other heap cells it refers to. We might use the primitive operations implemented for the recently developed ghci debugger [9] , which tackles similar difficulties when observing expression evaluation. The infoPtr primitive returns a pointer to information about the heap cell representing its argument (assuming knowledge of the internal heap cell structure of the micro-kernel). The closurePayload primitive returns an array of pointers to all heap cells, which are arguments to the represented computation, and a second array containing all non-pointer arguments. Around these primitives, we have prototyped a small system module to implement a monadic traversal operation. This higherorder function would be the basis for a serialisation operation of the computation graph. However, handling VSM at system level means, to some extent, that we leave the solid ground of a strongly typed language. We need a type system that deals with (mutable) runtime computation units, rather than (fixed-type) language V-9 units, when serialising computation subgraphs. Reconstruction of the serialised heap structure is a similarly cumbersome task.
This part of the Generic RTE is work in progress. The operations currently prototyped are unsatisfactory in the sense that they explicitly build on graph reduction as the computation model, and even have to pull internals of a specific sequential runtime environment, GHC, up to system level for the realisation. In that sense, it is not "generic", yet. Our next stage in this part of the work is to describe a more abstract interface and to check it against other possible micro-kernels.
Still, from our experience in implementing VSM for Glasgow parallel Haskell (GpH) in low-level C code, we may say that a system-level implementation is much easier to produce and maintain. In particular, handling global addresses and their respective mappings to local addresses is greatly simplified. Finally, a system-level implementation decouples VSM from the very complex garbage collection, which, in our design, remains part of the kernel. Additionally, this approach enables to substantially reduce and simplify kernel support for explicit communication.
Monitoring Information
Programmable scheduling support at system level requires knowledge about static and dynamic system properties at runtime. Our system kernel is geared towards adaptive techniques developed for GRIDGUM 2, GpH on computational Grids [22] , and provides the necessary information. For location awareness, we have simple observers kNoPe for the total number of PEs in the parallel system, and kThisPe for the own PE. Another primitive, peInfo :: PE -> InfoVector, which needs sophisticated runtime support, returns a vector of data about the current system state of one PE. This information is continuously collected by the kernel and held in local tables PEStatic and PEDynamic, containing, respectively,
• static information, which includes CPU speed, and location (IP address)
• dynamic load information, which includes the overall (including external) load and communication latency from the remote PE to the local one.
Static information about PEs participating in the computation will remain constant during one entire program run and will be collected only once at the beginning of the execution, when all PEs synchronise in a startup barrier (synchronisation and the respective local time are necessary for precise dynamic latency calculation).
A more complex feature is dynamic information about the participating machines. Messages between PEs are timestamped, and every time a message from the respective PE is received, the kernel will re-calculate communication latency as the time elapsed between sending and receiving the message, adjusted by the different start times. The PE load information, including external load by other processes, is timestamped as well, and the local load information table included in every message sent from one PE to another, so that the receiver can update its dynamic information whenever newer data is available. This lightweight approach V-10 avoids the regular broadcast of load information to all other PEs, which would be prohibitively expensive.
Load information at system level:
A list of load information represented in a Haskell data structure PEInfo is a self-suggesting component of the scheduler state in many cases. The concrete selection, postprocessing and representation of system information, provided by the kernel, depends on how the scheduler at system level wants to use the information. A useful Haskell type PEInfo will include components of the scheduler state, e.g. the number of threads controlled by the local scheduler, or how many sparks (potential parallel computations) it holds, in the GRIDGUM scheduler which we are describing subsequently. The scheduler can do arbitrary computations on PEInfo structures. For instance, it is preferable to start the computation on a "strong" machine, with good connectivity. An unconventional idea to realise this would be to elect the main PE by a strength/latency ratio. Each PE votes for a relatively strong neighbour, where neighbourhood is a function of latency, varying for different electing PEs.
startup :: StateIO s () startup = do infos <-buildInfos --startup, returns initial [PEInfo] let weighted = zipWith (\lat str -> fromIntegral str / lat) (map latency infos) (map cpuSpeed infos) myVote = fromJust (findIndex (== maximum weighted) weighted) votes <-allGather myVote setMainPE (1 + hasMostVotes votes)
A collective (synchronising) message-passing operation allGather is easily expressed using explicit communication, and the rest will be beginner's level Haskell list processing. Referential transparency guarantees that all PEs will then compute the same value without further synchronisation.
HIERARCHICAL TASK MANAGEMENT AND ADAPTIVE LOAD DISTRIBUTION
Hierarchical Task Management
We now embed a scheduler implementing the GUM RTE (implementing Glasgow parallel Haskell [19] ) into the generic framework presented in the previous section. In short, GUM provides two concepts going beyond the design of the simple scheduler in the previous section:
• hierarchical task management, which distinguishes between potential parallelism ("sparks") and realised parallelism ("threads"); the former can be handled cheaply and is the main representation for distributing load; the latter, representing computation, is more heavy-weight and fixed to a processor;
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• adaptive load distribution, which uses information on latency and load of remote machines when deciding how to distribute work;
We will see that, in this high-level formulation of the scheduler, the code modifications necessary to realise these two features are fairly simple. Hereafter, we first describe how to model the hierarchical task management in GUM. These changes only affect the scheduling component. In tuning load distribution, we then interact with the monitoring and communication components. First we specify the machine state in the GUM RTE, consisting of
• a thread pool of all threads; these are active threads controlled by the scheduler, each with its own stack, registers etc;
• a spark pool of all potential parallel tasks; these are modeled as pointers into the heap;
• monitoring information about load on other PEs; this information is kept, as a partial picture, in tables on each processor;
We model this data structure as a triple:
and we make GumState an instance of ScheduleState.
The code for the GUM scheduler is summarised in Figure 4 . The arguments to schedule are jobs to be executed. These jobs are forked using a kernel routine, and added to the thread pool (forkJob). The case of an empty argument list describes how the scheduler controls the machine's workload. First the scheduler checks for termination (1) . Then the scheduler checks the thread pool for runnable tasks, otherwise it tries to activate a local spark (2) . If local work has been found, it will only read and process messages. The handlers for these messages are called from processMsgs, which belongs to the communication module. If no local work has been found, a special "FISH" message is sent to search for remote work (3). Finally, it yields execution to the micro-kernel, which will execute the next thread (4) unless a stop message has been received, in which case the system will be shut down. The thread pool is modeled as a list of jobs, and updateThreadPool retrieves the numbers of runnable and blocked jobs. The above mechanism will work well on closely connected systems but, as measurements show, it does not scale well on Grid architectures. To address shortcomings of the above mechanism on wide-area networks, we make modifications to the thread management component for better load balancing, following concepts of the adaptive scheduling mechanism for computational Grids [22] . The key concept in these changes is adaptive load distribution: the behaviour of the system should adjust to both the static configuration of the system (taking into account CPU speed etc.) and to dynamic aspects of the execution, such as the load of the
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instance ScheduleJob GumJob GumState where runJobs jobs = evalStateT (initLoad >> (schedule jobs)) startSt forkJob (GJ job) = do tid <-liftIO (kFork job) modify (addThread tid) schedule (j:js) = do { forkJob j ; schedule js } schedule empty = do (runThrs, blThrs) <-updateThreadPool --update and term <-checkTermination -- (1) individual processors. One of the main advantages of our high-level language approach to system-level programming is the ease with which such changes can be made. The functions of looking for remote work (sendFish and its counterpart in processMsgs) and picking the next spark (activateSpark) are the main functions we want to manipulate in tuning scheduling and load balancing for wide-area networks.
Adaptive Load Distribution Mechanisms
In the new adaptive scheduling mechanism, each PE dynamically maintains kerneland system-level load information to inform load management. The necessary static and dynamic information is either provided by the kernel, or added and computed at system level, and propagated by attaching load information to every message between PEs (as explained in Section 2.2.4).
The adaptive load distribution deals with: startup, work locating, and work request handling mechanisms, and the key new policies for adaptive load distribution are that work is only sought from PEs which are known to be relatively heavily loaded, and to give preference to local cluster resources. Additionally, when a request for work is received from another cluster, the receiver may add more than one job if the sending PE is in a "stronger" cluster.
Placement of the main computation
During startup synchronisation, a suitable PE for the main computation is selected, as already exemplified in Section 2.2.4. GRIDGUM 2 starts the computation in the 'biggest' cluster, i.e. the cluster with the largest sum of CPU speeds over all PEs in the cluster, a policy which is equally easy to implement. 
Work Location Mechanism
FIGURE 5. GRIDGUM 2 Work location algorithm
The Haskell code in Figure 5 shows how the target PE for a FISH message is chosen adaptively by choosePE. A ratio between CPU speed and load (defined as mkR) is computed for all PEs in the system. Ratios are checked against the local ratio myRatio, preferring nearby PEs (with low latency, sorted first), to finally target a nearby PEs which recently exposed higher load than the sender. This policy avoids single hot spots in the system, decreases the amount of communication through FIGURE 6. GRIDGUM 2 work request handling algorithm high-latency communication, which improves overall performance.
Work Request Handling Mechanism
The work request handling introduces a mechanism to minimise the (high-latency) communications between different clusters. The work request handling mechanism is based on information about the recipient's and the originator's PE clusters, statically determined by their IP addresses and leading to an accumulated "cluster power", the sum of all CPU speeds. If the work request has originated from a relatively powerful cluster, then multiple sparks will be returned in SCHEDULE messages. Alternatively, the FISH message can be served as usual, if the originating cluster is weaker or equally strong. The code in Figure 6 shows how this policy can be included in the message handling. After updating the dynamic information (1), the sender cluster is compared to the receiver cluster (2) , and a bigger amount of sparks is retrieved and sent if appropriate (3) .
The important point here resides in switching from a passive to an active mode when a request leaves the local cluster, and to actively move more work to stronger clusters, where more, or faster, machines are likely to fetch it.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that the main benefits of functional languages, abstraction and modularity, provide powerful tools for developing complex systems V-15 and enable rapid prototyping of easily replaceable modules. Considering the daunting complexity of global networks with intelligent, automatic resource management, these concepts will gain increasing importance. In particular, we are interested in covering the whole range of parallel architectures, from multi-core, sharedmemory systems to heterogeneous, wide-area networks such as Grid architectures.
In presenting a simulation of the scheduling component in our design, specialised to several variants of parallel Haskell implementations, we have demonstrated the feasibility of this approach. A memory management module, providing a shared virtual heap abstraction, is currently under development. While we cannot present realistic performance figures of this implementation, yet, we are encouraged by related work reporting satisfying performance for O/S modules purely written in Haskell [6] .
As one main result, we can positively assess the suitability of this class of languages for system level programming. The language features that have proven to be most useful are: higher-order functions, type classes and stateful computation free of side effects (using monads).
Our prototype implementation realises all code segments shown in the paper, using the GHC RTE as micro-kernel, and (Concurrent) Haskell as system-level programming language. By modeling more components of the RTE on system, rather than kernel, level, we plan to further minimise the infrastructure that needs to be provided by the kernel. In the long term, we hope to co-operate with the maintainers of GHC, who are currently exploring the feasibility of a new GHC RTE structure similar to the micro-kernel structure we have presented here [17] .
